Signaling Flux Redistribution concept can switch survival to apoptosis in cancer cells
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The tumor necrosis factor related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) induces apoptosis in certain types of carcinoma. However, in majority of malignant tumors, it has no effect. Here we analyzed cell survival and apoptotic pathways triggered by TRAIL. A computational model based on perturbation-response approach with mass-action response equations was developed. All 48 parameter values of the model were selected by genetic algorithm that minimizes deviation between experimental and simulation data for human fibrosarcoma (HT1080) cells. We show in silico knock-down of a cell survival pathway molecule could potentially enhance apoptosis through Signaling Flux Redistribution (SFR).
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I. PURPOSE

The intensely investigated anti-cancer treatments have focused on the development of strategies that are both non-invasive and non-toxic. The conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy remain suboptimal due to the large number of cancer deaths despite careful treatment. Over the last decade, the search to induce apoptosis (programmed cell death) in cancer cells have led to the emergence of a new and fast growing field termed cancer immunology. Here, the interactions between immune system with malignant cancers have shown the suppression of the disease progression [1].

Among the many immune factors, the TRAIL is known to induce cellular apoptosis [1]. Recently, TRAIL has received primal attention due to its ability to recognize and induce apoptosis of tumors and metastases while leaving normal cells unscathed. However, several cancers, such as melanoma and neuroblastoma, are resistant to TRAIL treatment [2].

II. APPROACH

To better understand the TRAIL resistance mechanisms which occur due to increased cell survival activity, we developed a computational model based on perturbation-response approach using up-to-date knowledge of TRAIL signaling topology. The approach utilizes the conservation law of signal propagation together with first-order response equations [3,4]. We also utilized genetic algorithm to choose the parameter values of the model, from multiple runs, for all 48 reactions that best fit with time-course experimental activation profiles of cell survival (IκB, JNK, p38) and apoptotic (Caspases-8 and -3) molecules for human fibrosarcoma (HT1080) cells.

To verify parameter uniqueness of the wildtype (WT) model, another experimental condition (FADD knock-down (KD)) was used as a test. This time, however, the model did not recapitulate experimental outcome (data not shown). Using simple linear rules [3], we deciphered a novel FADD-independent pathway whose inclusion in the model resulted in improved simulations for both WT and FADD KD conditions (Fig. 1).

We used the updated model to overcome TRAIL resistance. By targeting molecule at cell survival pathway junction, namely RIP1, caspase 8 activation (apoptotic pathway) is enhanced through SFR [4].

III. CONCLUSION

The presented approach shows that SFR could be used as a strategy to further uncover an optimal target, whose removal would produce a dual mode of cell survival pathway suppression and apoptosis enhancement. This might provide a valuable contribution towards sensitizing TRAIL-based cancer therapy.
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